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Zke sea is never still
itpounds on the shore




Zhe morefaithfully you listen
to the voice within you, the
better you will hear what Is
sounding outside you. And
only he who listens can speak.
. . . Dag Mammarskjold


Mow can we be sure ofanything
the tide ekanges.
Zke wind that made the grain wave gently yesterday
blows down the trees tomorrow.
And the sea sends sailors erashing on the roeks,
As easily as it guides them safely home.
Jlove the sea
But it doesn't make me less afraid of it
J love you
but J'm not always sure of what you are
and how you feeL
KodMeKuen
What does oneperson gWe to
another? Megives ofhim-
self, of the mostpreeious
he has, he gives of his life.
Srie dromon
you are blind
and Jam deafand dumb




Zo let life leak out, to let it
wear away with the mere
passage of time, to withhold
giving it and spending it












you feel you are hedged in, you dream of escape, but be-
ware of mirages. Do not run or fly away in order to getfree,
rather dig in the narrow place which has been given to you;
you will find Qod there and everywhere. Qod does not float
on your horizon, he sleeps in your substance. Vanity runs,
love digs. Jfyou fly awayfrom yourself, yourprison will run
with you and will close in because of the wind ofyourflight;
ifyou go deep into yourself it will disappear in paradise.
QabrielMarcel
fp




Zhere is HO point
Zhere is only moving
We leave ourselves behind
Our wheels unwind us
What do wefind at the end?






In March, 1968, the Reverend Thomas D. Terry, S.J. became the twenty-fifth president of
the University of Santa Clara, succeeding the Very Reverend Patrick A. Donahoe, S.J.
Father Terry entered the Jesuit Society in 1939 and v»^as ordained a priest in 1952. He received
his A.B. and Ph.I. degrees in philosophy in 1945 and 1947, and a B.S. degree in Chemistry, in
1947, all from St. Louis University. He also received an S.T.L. (Licential in Sacred Theology)
from the University of California at Davis in 1959.
Father Terry has been the academic vice-president at Loyola University, Los Angeles, for the
past one-and-a-half years. Previously, he was Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Santa
Clara.
As Dean Father Terry was instrumental in bringing the quarter system to Santa Clara. The
new academic plan divided the academic year into shorter periods and reduced the number of
courses taken by the students, allowing them to have more time for independent study and to
acquire a deeper understanding of the subject.
Father Terry initiated the Arts and Architecture Department. A promoter of the fine arts, he
continually sought a greater role for the fine arts in the undergraduate curricula and it was un-
der his administration that the proposed fine arts center was conceived.
It was also during his administration that the Edward J. Daly Science Center was built.
In view of past accomplishment and service to the University and in a welcoming spirit, we
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Zo be human means to be





























CLASS OF 71 ENTERS SCU
I AM A FROSH
I HAVE A MEAL CARD




I'M IN THE PRE-REG
LINE
I'M IN THE BOOK STORE
LINE
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Marxist Dialogue held in
the United States was held at
Santa Clara under the aus-
pices of the Center tor the
Study of Contemporary
Values. Father Eugene Bian-
chi, director of the Center,
introduced the three-day
conference on "The Search
for a New Humanism, '.
The first three sessions of
the Conference set the stage
and created the spirit within
which a dialogue was possi-
ble. The main speaker at the
opening session was Dr. John
Somerville, professor of phil-
osophy at California West-
ern University. He suggest-
ed that if we have basic
fears about our survival,
then Christians and Marxists,
each have equal rights,
should accept each other on
equal terms and then com-
bine in a rise to the future, a
new humanism.
VIARXIST DIALOGUE
A major point of difference brought up in
the discussion was made by Father Fagothey
of Santa Clara's philosopy department. He
said that Christianity and Marxism are ir-
reconcilable on the point of immortality. But
Dr. Robert S. Cohen, chairman of the depart-
ment of Physics at Boston University, author,
and active member of the Marxist Institute,
stated that Marx says religion has the right
quest but the wrong answers and that answers
are what are important. Dr. Cohen also point-
ed out that there do exist other beliefs and
that other good honest people possess these
other beliefs. These realities must be faced be-
fore any progress at all can be made.
The three-day session was climaxed by the
appearance of Dr. Herbert Aptecker. Dr.
Apthecker is the head of the Marxist Institute
and an internationally-known Communist.
His appearance was highly controversial but




1967 proved to be the year of the Bronco for
Santa Clara University's hard-hitting gridiron
eleven. It all started in the season opener at
Fresno against the nationally-ranked Bulldogs.
Fresno State showed signs of overpowering
the Broncos for the majority of the ball game,
gaining a decided advantage in both offensive
and defensive team statistics. But the breaks
went the way of the Broncos, and like the
clutch team that they are, the Santa Clara
crew cashed in, as they were to do all season.
A recovered fumble by defensive back Steve
Scully turned into a 55 yard touchdown romp.
Later in the ball game Tommy Williams pick-
ed off a Bulldog Aerial on his own 40 yard line
with nothing in front of him but greener pas-
tures. He took it in to nail the lid on the Bull-
dog coffin. The Bronco defensive unit, an-
chored by tackle Paul Giacalone, held the
Fresno State crew constantly on the crucial







The win in Fresno gave the Broncos
much needed momentum. For the fol-
lowing weekend another nationally-
ranked eleven was to invade Buck
Shaw stadium to do battle with SCU.
The Gators of San Francisco State
boasted the top passing attack in the
country. The Gators led 21-14 with ten
minutes to go when the Broncos got
going. A 10-play 78-yard drive knotted
the score at 21-all with minutes to play
and set up the climax. The Broncos
regained possession and drove to the
San Francisco State 11 yard line. There
were 40 seconds remaining when
Darryi Stowers made a circus catch of
a Calcagno aerial in the corner of the
end zone to notch the win. The Cinder-









The next big test came at Buck Shaw stadium
against a httle known but extremely tough Logger
eleven from the straits of Puget Sound. The Bron-
cos were down most of the way, but again became
the flower that bloomed last and sweetest. Trailing
17-14 with ten minutes to play, the Broncos march-
ed to the Logger 12 yard line where a Calcagno to
Lusich pass gave Santa Clara 21-17 win. Coupled
with a previous easy victory over San Fernando
Valley State, the Broncos were reeling with four
in a row.
The Santa Clara unbeated train rolled through
three more whistle stops without a hitch. The
Homecoming tilt against Whittier was a 40-13
laugher. The following week against \JC Davis
was even more embarrassing at 49-8. Cal Poly
(SLO) put up light resistance before bowing 28-7.
But with seven straight wins, the Broncos were
















Everyone knew from the
beginning that the game at
Santa Barbara would make or
break our season. Unfortunate-
ly for Santa Clara, the Gallop-
ing Gauchos turned out to be
more like the destroying
steamrollers. The Broncos
suffered their first defeat 34-7
on a dark, dark day. A 28-18
win over Cal Poly (Pomona)
salvaged a great 8-1 season,
the finest of the modern era.
Their success resulted in a
national ranking among small
colleges and a well-deserved
honor for Coach Pat Malley
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All the love of Qod loosed
from the bankings of eter-
nity tumbled into a new
becoming. . .then was. .
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With a young, talented, but woefully
inexperienced basketball team, the
Santa Clara Bronco basketball team
turned a question mark year into a fan-
tastic success. In the season opener
against San Francisco State, the Bron-
cos looked like the third best team in
the country, right behind the Celtics
and 76ers. A 56-point victory over the
toothless Gators catapulted Santa Clara
hopes far beyond reality, but indeed
the potential for a fine team was there.
The high point of the pre-season
came at the Cable-Car Classic in San
Francisco. The Broncos scored back-to-
back wins over Loyola of Chicago and
Western Kentucky, both nationally
ranked, to take the title. A big reason
for the sharp early season form was
Bud Ogden, a 6'5" foward who goes to
the basket more powerfully than a loco-
motive. The big guy combined with
veteran Bob Heaney to give the inex-
perienced Broncos much needed punch
and coolness under fire.
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BOB GARIBALDI NAMED NOR-CAL
HOOP COACH OF THE YEAR
Another major accomplishment for
Santa Clara in the pre-season was the
defeat of the powerful Brigham Young
team on the Cougers own home court
at the famed Utah campus, an almost
unheard of feat. But the following
night the Broncos suffered their first
loss of the year at the hands of the same
quintet they had humiliated the night
before. But each opponent in that pre-
season taught the Bronco hardcourters
a little more about themselves and their
game. The potential would soon blos-
som.
The opening night of league play
was a disappointment for Santa Clara.
Against rival USF on the Dons home
court, Broncos were unable to hold a
10-point lead and were defeated by
two points. After this loss there was
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Clarans were already writing the Broncos off
for the season. But Dick Garibaldi and his
crew had other ideas. After that initial loss,
the hustling Broncos ran off 13 straight victor-
ies to take the WCAC title in one of
the greatest winning streaks in Santa Clara
history.
As WCAC titlists, Santa Clara was auto-
matically seeded in the Western Regionals of
the NCAA national tournament, held in Al-
buquerque, New Mexico. The first night the
Broncos were pitted against 7th-ranked Uni-
versity of New Mexico Lobos on their home
court. The result was one of the finest Bronco
performances of the year. Garibaldi's charges
easily handled the highly-touted Lobos to
earn the right to go against top-ranked UCLA
the following night. A win over the powerful
Bruins was too much to ask of the Broncos,
or anyone else. Lew Alcindor and company
easily beat Santa Clara, but the Broncos
gave a good account and Bronco rooters warn-
ed that they would be back next year.
This great "Year of the Bronco" also earned
head coach Dick Garibaldi the title of North-
ern California Coach of the Year, a richly de-
served honor. Dick will have the nucleus of
his team back this year. So he and the Bron-

























































































The second Annual Board of Fel-
lows "Golden Circle Theatre Party, "
starring Bob Hope and Fess Parker
took place this year at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium, referred to affec-
tionately by Mr. Hope as "The Gar-
age". Again the show played to a
standing-room-only audience.
Also performing on the program
with Bob Hope and Fess Parker were
Molly Bee, the Young Saints and "the
Youth of America.
Mr. Fess Parker originated this
event to raise funds toward the build-
ing of a Theatre-Music Complex on
the Santa Clara campus. Said Mr.
Parker, "It is my opinion that
through the theatre and music Christi-
an morality can reach the youth of
our nation in a particular way perhaps
no other method of communication
can do. I am convinced that our
nation's institutions of higher learn-
ing have a mandate to utilize the pow-
erful medias of the spoken work--of
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Cife is a flower when it opens
you will look trembling into it
unsure of what the traditional
mirror may reveal between hope
and despair while a temerous



























































Ottoboni Edges Shea, Outlasts "el Sol"
In Dramatic Presidential Election
7^
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Schmidt^ Coylar^ Horgan, Henderson, And








Before the start of the season. Coach Sal
Taormina knew he would have a good baseball
team, but no one had much of an idea how
good. Pitching prospects looked only so-so,
and hitting was a big question mark. Fred Ott
would be playing first full season at third base.
The same held true for Alvin Strane at second
base and Hank Mott at first. The only estab-
lished man in the infield was Albert Strane at
Shortstop. But as the season began it slowly be-
came evident that the Bronco bats would be

















Alvin Strane showed he learned the art of hitting over
the summer, getting many timely hits and running the
bases with great speed. Hank Mott proved a great sur-
prise at first. As a switch hitter Hank showed great pow-
er from either side of the plate. He combined with out-
fielder Rod Pommes and catcher John Mispagel to give
the Broncos strong RBI punch. The biggest surprise of all
may have been Fred Ott. The stocky third sacker hit at
a .350 clip for most of the year to make the Bronco hitting
machine a very potent one indeed. Also wielding a strong
bat was shortstop Albert Strane, the slick fielder who gain-
ed fame last year by belting a homer off celebrated right-
hander Juan Marichal of the San Francisco Gaints.
Probably the strongest hitter of this entire fence-bust-
ing crew was Vince Bigone from St. Ignasius of San Fran-
cisco. Vince was a .400 hitter for the Broncos and made
several All-American teams.
As a team, the Broncos made their way through a great
season mostly on the strength of their outstanding hitting.
But Sophomore Dennis Fitzgerald and Junior Jerry Mc-
Clain gave the pitching staff a great lift when the going
got tight. The Broncos coasted to the WCAC champion-
ship in its first year of existence and were ranked number
six in the nation at the close of the regular season.
Three of the Broncos wins includ-
ed a victory over western regional
champion Southern California and
two victories over highly regarded
Stanford. On the strength of a fine
season, the Broncos were invited to
compete in the Western regionals of
the College World Series tournament.
Although Coach Taormina's team
was beaten in the regionals, his '68
team will long be remembered as a
team that kept coming back to win
when it just didn't look like a victory



















































Charles F. Guenther, S.S.
Vice President For Finance




Vice President For Development
And Public Relations 205
cWalter E. Schmidt, SJ.
Assistant To The President
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William J. Perkins, SJ.
Executive Vice President
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College Of Arts And Sciences
Father Elmer A. Luthman
Dean, School Of Colleges
218
Father John M. Hynes
















































































































































































Mr. Nettesheim Mr. Oliver
Dr. Saad
Dr. Peterson
Colonel Robert O'Brien, Jr.
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Beta Gamma Sigma is a na-
tional business honor frater-
nity represented by the Delta
Chapter on campus. Its main
functions are to encourage
and reward scholarship and a
accomplishment among the
students of business admin-
istration, to promote the ad-
vancement of education in
the art and science of business,
and to foster integrity in the
conduct of business opera-
tions.
Officers: Joe Sanfilippo, Jerry Mugnolo, Al Larson.
PI MU EPSILON
Pi Mu Epsilon, a national honorary
mathematics fraternity, is new this
year to Santa Clara. After Professor
Klosinski, Pi Mu Epsilon's faculty ad-
visor, had written the petition, Santa
Clara received its charter and chapter
name, California Eta, in the fall term.
The purpose of Pi Mu Epsilon is to pro-
mote scholarship, especially in the field
of mathematics.
Dr. deBouvere, Dennis Smolarski, Bruce McLemore, Kathleen Weland, Russ
Meredith, Tom Kropp.
ALPHA SIGMA NU
Alpha Sigma Nu is a nation-
al honor fraternity with chap-
ters in many Jesuit colleges
and universities across the na-
tion. Membership on campus
consists of two senior students
from each of the colleges of
Santa Clara. They are chosen
for their distinguished quali-
ties of scholarship, loyalty and
service. The primary function
of this organization is to in-
vestigate the academic prob-
lems of the school and give
recommended solutions to
the administration.
Craig Needham, Bob Mack, J. Terence Lyons, Daniel Sullivan, Victor Dirksen, Bill Klein.
PHI ALPHA THETA
Phi Alpha Theta is an international
society in history; its Lambda-Upsilon
Chapter was established at Santa Clara
in 1966. The organization seeks, first,
to bring faculty and student historians
together in activities related to their
common interest, the study of history,
and, second, to promote that study
among other members of the university
community.
During the year 1967-68, Lambda-
Upsilon Chapter sponsored lectures,
luncheons with distinguished scholars,
panel discussions regarding graduate
schools and departmental curricula,
and informal social gatherings for stu-
dents and professors.




FRONT ROW, L. TO R ; M. Beemer, M. McCabe, D. Doran, K.
Bertsch, N. Capurro, M. Slattery, M. Byrne, D. Toomey, C. Burns, C.
Armin; SECOND ROW, L. TO R., S. Lech, C. Lund, J. Loguvam, G.
Williams, J. Hake, K. Weiland, H. Weiland, J. Logan.
Gamma Pi Epsilon, a national honor society, honors those co-eds who
have distinguished themselves through outstanding scholarship and in
school activities. The membership is composed of the outstanding Sen-
iors and Juniors.
TAUBETAPI
Gerry Courtney, Bob Hesse, Rich Krueger, Steven Schmitz, Bob
Schultz, Terry Selna, David C. Viano, Jim Thomas, Julian Sabbatini,
Steven Mathews, Jerry Crowley, Jose Goulart, Darrel DuMond.
M^Midk"" 'mi'''- <'^bMmI' '' ' ' ^Mil'' ' -
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ROW I: Mark Canales, Bill Carlton, Bob Brown, Bob Cruz, Richard
Walker, John Riopel, Jim Naumes, Ralph Bruce, Dave Maxon, Alex
Kory, Stephen Wozny. ROW II: John Sequeira, Thomas Trussing, Joe
Leindecker, John Hawekotte, Fred Bedard, John Zoria, Bill Olszewski,
Michael Mulhern, David Hesson, James DeRoche, Gerald Daly Jr.,




The function of the Pershing Rifles, a na-
tional organization recognized by Congress,
is to foster a higher degree of student interest
in military science. The activities of the Per-
shing Rifles include a drill team, a rifle team,
ranger training program, field trips and part-
ies.
DRILL TEAM: ROW LFred Bedard. ROW II: Ralph Bruce, Bob Brown.
ROW III: Thomas Trussing, Alex Kory, Dave Maxon. ROW 1\ : Richard





ROW I: Mary Beemer, secretary, Kenneth Meyer, Ginny Hulten, president. Dr. Ernesto Auerbach, Marilyn
Mize, Michael Handler, vice-president: ROW II Dennis Smolarski, Gail Harrington, Sharon Roe, Dolores Rob-
inson, Mary Cleese, Vicky Shu; ROW III Sue Egan, John Wei sickle, Tim McShane, Lynn Foley, Mara Maloney,
Norine Capurro; ROW IV: Mar>jo Bolen, Marie Mackey, Daniel Robinson, John Hedderson, Jim Lauderdale,
Rorv Brennan.
SCABBARD AND BLADE
Bob Mancuso, Roy Vega, Fred Rowe, Ed Malley, Craig Needham,
James Brown, John Ciovannetti, Paul Vantress, John DeMaria, John
Zent, Alan Ludwig, Dan Harrington.
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Scabbard and Blade, a national military hon-
or fraternity, aims to develop the qualities of
good and efficient officers in its members. The
fraternity sponsors a number of parties and
trips and an annual Military Ball.
MATH SOCIETY
The Mathematics Society presents
lectures, movies and other events con-
nected with mathematics. Through
social gatherings held in conjunction
with the other Science clubs, science
majors are able to share their intersts
and meet the faculty in a non-academic
atmosphere. This year the Mathematics
Society presented the 10th Annual
High School Mathematics Contest in
November, and the 11th Annual Fresh-
man Math Contest in April.
ROW I: Marilyn Mize, Kate Burleson, Cathy Switzer, Suzy YounR. ROW II:
Mary Cleese, Kathy Truxavv, Ben Burford, Dave Herrmann. ROW III; Kathleen
Weland, Mary Perkins, Tim McShane, Mike Thibodeaux, ROW IV; Jim Prior,
Dennis Smolarski, Jim Scherzinger. Dave Hesson, Bob Ilupf, Gerald May.
ROW V: John Monley, Pi Mills, Rich Nucitelli, Dan White, Ken Hesson, Jack
Marquis.
PHYSICS SOCIETY
The Physics Society sponsors lec-
tures, field trips, and research projects.
This year the club heard Dr. William
Hamilton speak on the special apparat-
us required for some current experi-
ments, toured the Stanford Linear Ac-
celerator Center, and sponsored several
educational films. Members are assist-
ing Dr. William Barker in two research
projects, one on superconductivity and
one on bombardments. Other members
are assisting Dr. William Duffy in ex-
periments involving low temperatures.
ROW I Dr. William Barker, Dan Carroll, Peter Wellington. Alex Rodarte, ROW
11; Glenn Berg, Margaret Dusenbury. Kathleen Weland, George Miyashino,
James Blount, Michael Bafico, Joseph Lannon, Daniel Robinson, Robert Martin,
Suzy Young, John Monley, Dennis Monohan, Joe LaMantia, Larry Burriesa,
Rich Nuccitelli, Gerald May, Robert Hausman, Dave Read, president. ROW III:
James Miller, Mark Scheibe, Pius Morozumi. Dick Minor, Will Shadish, Vic Pizzo,
George Fanucci.
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ROW IM. James, M. Shaw, C. Lillywhite, A. Dot-ltz, K. Grueneich, K.
Roney, M. Sears, K. Bertsch.ROW IIG. Harris, D. Chaisson, K. Clai-
borne, G. Warren, R. Watanabe, L. Sakanashi, G. Miller, V. Ursicli,
M. Gamache, L. Chew, R. Magnaghi, president. Dr. Joseph F. Deck.
ROW III :W. Work, W. Critz, R. Pfeiffer. M. Yost, J. Harrington, C.
Coleman, P. Huisman, G. Rogers, B. vonFelten, J. Barbara.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
The Santa Clara chapter of the American
Chemical Student Affiliate is one of the oldest
professional societies on the Santa Clara cam-
pus and in the Bay Area. The purpose of the
American Chemical Society is to promote the
interest and appreciation of chemistry as a
theoretical and practical science aimed at the
betterment of man through chemical progress.
This year the Society has sponsored lecturers
from Ames Research Center of NASA, Beck-
man Instruments, UC, and the American
Chemical Society's guest lecturer.
ROW 1:T. Buckley, J. Wozniak, M. Gamache, L. Cataldo, D. Degregori, C. Stoes-
ser.ROW II: V. Mancuso, B. Labozetta, G. Reames, P. MoUoy, M. Zapp, J. Cor-
nelius, J. Harrington, ROW IIIA. Davis, D. Prime, J. Marquis. ROW 1V:B. Cruz,
G. Daly, M. Antonini, M. Bunce, E. Heuscher.
MENDEL SOCIETY
The Mendel Society, deriving its
name from the nineteenth century
monk and geneticist, Gregor Johan
Mendel, is open to all students interest-
ed in the biological or medical scien-
ces. The Society seeks to inform its
members about what is presently occur-
ring in these fields by sponsoring
lectures, movies, and group discussions.
DELTA
SIGMA PI
Delta Sigma Pi is a pro-
fessional fraternity. It is
organized to foster the
study of business and to
promote closer affiliation
between the commercial
world and students of
commerce.
/.:^
ROW I: M. Raab, R. Lindgren, J. Juarez, M. Bonasera, K. Shurtleff, G. Alfaro, C. Seminoff, S.
Kimball. C. Perrotta, ROW II: J. Losch, J. Sanfilippo, E. Brady, P. Sullivan, K. Schneider, G.
Kassis, K. Scott, C. Flynn. ROW III: A. Hogan, M. Dabo, P. Connolly, G. Gomez, P. Kilkenny. C.
Santoni, P. Eaton, ROW IV: B. Holdsworth, K. Pedersen, G. Ceccotti, C. Adams, A. Sallaberry,
M. Martin, A. Larson, J. Callan, H. Grambergu, J. Furman, D. Bassett.
^^ ACCOUNTING
ASSOCIATION
The purposes of the Ac-
counting Association are to
promote student interest in
the profession of accounting
and to provide a link between
accounting students and ac-
counting firms. The club spon-
sors lectures by certified pub-
lic accountants and representa-
tives of local corporations,
field trips to accounting offi-
ces and various social affairs
for the members.
ROW I: Dr. Maier, Bob Fatica, Bob Riopel, Bob Cook, Pat Fenton, Tessy Rodriguez. Roger Sch-





The Economics Club works to furth-
er the understanding and application of
the principles of economics among stu-
dents of the University. The club holds
academic seminars at the homes of ec-
onomics professors and offers periodic
presentations of papers and lecturers.
SITTING: Roger Kern, Frank Gollop, John Long. STANDING: Terry Adams, Roger
La Voie, Michael Murphy, Dave Zacharias, Pat Mason.
BAA
An organization open to
all business majors, the Bus-
iness Administration Associ-
ation has two main objec-
tives: the study of business
problems and the encour-
agement of social activities
among the business stu-
dents. The BAA fosters pro-
minent speakers for the
benefit of its members, or-
ganizes field trips, and co-
ordinates all of the societies,
fraternities and profession-
al groups representing the
students in the School of
Business.
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Officers: Arnie Sallaberry, Gene Ceccotti, Mickey Bonasera.
FINANCE
CLUB
The Finance Club is
sponsored by the Busi-
ness College and has as
its main purpose the pre-
paration of business ma-
jors to deal with problems
such as they will encount-
er outside the classroom.
ROW I Bob Holdsworth, John Callan, Mike Raab, president, Craig Seminoff, ROW II: Alan Ho-
gan, Steve Kimball, Gerald Gomez, Federico Alfaro, Joe Losch, Chuck Flynn, Patrick Sullivan,
Chuck Perrotta. ROW III: Greg Kassis, Gene Ceccotti, Dave Bassett, Al Larson, Joe Sanfilippo,
Mitch Dabo, Ken Scott Ken Schneider.
MARKETING
CLUB
The purpose of the
Marketing Society is to
develop concepts of mar-
keting, to arrange for a
series of informal discus-
sions led by men of promi-
nence in the marketing
field, and to arrange in-
spection trips to indus-
trial establishments in the
Bay Area.
Officers: JackDempsey, president, Jim Dawson, Bill Pailhe, Gary Frasinetti, Bill McGuiness.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETY
The Engineering Society represents an at-
tempt to unify the Santa Clara engineers in a
way not possible in the classroom. The Society
provides a source of recognition to the rest of
the University of the Bronco engineer. Unlike
the technical societies (ASCE, ASME, and
IEEE), the Engineering Society focuses on
the social unification of its members. Picnics,
banquets, ski trips and participation in Home-
coming are some of the functions sponsored by
the club; it also prints its own newspaper, the
Santa Clara Engineer.
The Santa Clara chapter of the A.S.M.E. is designed to develop
in its members a professional awareness of the fields of mechanical
engineering and related fields. Regular meetings are held featur-
ing guest speakers and movies. Field trips to local firms and partici-





















ed of the pro-
gress of elec-
wjfjg^ trical engineer-
^^ ing and related
BACK ROW, 1. to r.: R. Ruebusch, M. Kamarata, E. Comer-
ford, J. Goulart, B. Olszewski, P. Bruschera, E. Sisou, S. Soult,
B. Viano, J. Hahn, T. Wilson, R. Jenkins, P. Douglas, M. Dris-
coll; 2ND ROW, 1. to r.: C. Alamilla, S. Sherick, K. Monley, J.
Connolly, R. Tortorelli, B. Breen, R. Merlo. D. Falco; 1ST
ROW, 1. to r.: M. Rewak, J. Moon, J. Oliverio, J. Thomas, J.




The Santa Clara A.S.C.E. chapter allows civil
engineering students to meet members of the
Engineering profession, to develop professional
attitudes, and to supplement regular class work
with an interesting variety of meetings. Activi-
ties include several field trips to engineering
projects in the area, and a convention in the
Spring.
BACK ROW, L TO R : J. Stone. L. Bauer, J. Stone, J. Jones, B. Tezak,
B. Carlos, B. Phillips, F. Foley, E. Puchi; 2ND ROW, L. TO R. : S.
Hanks, G. Mezzill, B. Mancuso, F. Kennedy, J. Sabbatini, D. Austin,
T. Johnson; 1ST ROW, L TO R : C. Reynolds, X. Streuter, P. Leinig-
er.
CHARLIE GRAHAM CLUB
The Charles Graham Club
is a spirited group which
supports all Bronco sports
activities. It consists of a
group of athletes and sports-
minded students who have
the mutual interest of aiding
the coaches and players in
their endeavors to spread the
name and fame of the Bron-
cos.
FRONT ROW, L TO R R. DeSalles, M
Wells, B. Rossi, B. Caples, J. Box, R. Redd
ing, S. Sham, J. Giovanett; SECOND ROW
L TO R W. Nasser, R. Enos, B. Ursick, B
Kelly, B. Robinson, T. Hickey, A. Chen, T
Wilson, F. Ott, C. Johns, P. Giacalone, B
Madden; THIRD ROW, L TO R T. Heim
soth, F. Tufts, G. Crothers, W. Grownev, B
Nulk; BACK ROW, L TO R : H. Trainor
A. Sanchez, P. Sutter, P. Mason, S. Trix
ler, R. Janney, J. Ottoboni, J. Sepe, J. Fil
letti, M. Wright
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Henry Bugatto, president, Kate Burleson, Phil Durrett, Richard Ronan.
The Archaeological Society promotes
interest in the culture and history of the
earliest inhabitants of California. It is
primarily concerned with the discovery,
extraction, preservation, and analysis
of primary historical evidence in the
form of artifacts found in this region.
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SCCAP
The Santa Clara Christian Action Program
offers the student the opportunity to escape
the often times sheltering world of the uni-
versity and enter into a challenging, Christian
experience. The programs, geared to getting
the student off the campus and into the com-
munity, are: Alviso Tutoring, Alviso Arts and
Crafts, Alviso Sports Program, Agnew State
Mental Hospital, JUST US, On Campus Tutor-
ing, Big Brother, Big Sister, Play Days, Para-
Professional (counseling delinquent child-
ren), Laurelwood School Project, CCD, and
Amigos Anonymous.
ROW I: Martha Suto, Tom Ferguson, president, Joanne Fregosi,
Jenelle Fitzgerald, Julie Bartek, Barbara Scliefter; ROW IIDean Mc-
Grath, Teppy Wo/niak, Kathv O'Sliea, Maureen Dale\, Merr\ Ma-
son. Peggy Charlton, Carolyn Kalb, Nancy Whittaker; ROW IlliCathy
Cuenin, Marie Mackey, Claire Stoesser, Mary Perkins, Joan Corneli-
us, Judv Flliotl, Pam Piering, Beth Kurzeka; ROW IVNancy Bouvier,
Meg Kellogg, Miehele Moran, Mary Metcalf, Larry Tobin; ROW V;
Brian O'Hara, Jack MeNamara, Henry Trainor, Dennis Smolarski,
Greg Ford, Barney Alls, Dave Barca, Joe Somerville.
ROW I: Mary Anne N'ahm, Alana Hagood, Barbara Kennedy, Terry Martin, Jim Brozo. ROW II: Mike Friedrich,
Kathy Fraga, Jack Massopust.
AMIGOS
ANONYMOUS
The primary effort of
Amigos Anonymous, a
Christian student move-
ment, is the maintenance
of community developing
projects in Mexico. Al-
though run only in the
summer vacation, the stu-
dents return from year to
year to continue their pro-
grams in the Mexican
towns and villages. Thie
Santa Clara members,
working with other stu-
dents from colleges and
universities around the
Bay Area, have been re-
sponsible for starting
other Amigos organiza-




Among the oldest or-
ganizations at the Uni-
versity, the Sanctuary
Society provides servers
for the Masses and relig-
ious services of the Mis-
sion Church.
John Hanson, Mike Lenihan, Al Friedrich, Dennis Smolarski, Gerald Daly, Paul Sullivan. Henr>
Trainor, Jerry Crowley, Sean O'Suillibain.
SODALITY OF
OUR LADY
The Sodality at Santa Clara is a re-
ligious association of men and women
organized under the special patronage of
the Blessed Virgin Mary for a threefold
end: the sanctification of themselves,
of others, and the defense of the Church.
The Santa Clara Sodality is a pre-pro-
fessional Sodality aiming toward the
development of a spiritual approach to
the professional committment required
of a college graduate.
ITHE
SANTA CLARA
The Santa Clara is the official weekly
newspaper of the University. It pub-
lishes all news that has bearing on the
academic, social, and spiritual life of the
University, both on and off campus.
The Santa Clara is the students—every-
thing in the paper is by, about, and for
the students and those directly con-
cerned with them.
Editor - Terry Lyons
SKATKD: M. Payne, M. KelloKH, L. Polian, D. Smith, K. St.GiorKc S.
Swcnson, P. Pliillips: STANI)IN(; J. Klliol, S. Hanks, P. Musuravc,
J. Kelly, G. Daly, D. Cullen, M. Brousc, M. Jones, F,. Rowe, A. Davis,
A. Leufgen, T. Burke, T. Lyons, B. Dysart, C. Rose, C. Reynolds, L.
Bolton, B. Bolton, B. Bamett, A. Parbury, F. Collop, B. Cruz.
BAC:K row, L to R : p. Rubino, B. Karzt-ka, B. Klein, L. Tobin, M.
McNeice, M. Cleese, F. Torretta: FRONT ROW: C. Barrows, S. VVinv
low, S. McDonald, D. Doran, F. Carroll. J. Burns, C. Cobb.
THE REDWOOD
The Redwood is the University's yearbook. It is published every
October for the preceding academic year. Every student who is






Lawrcncf Uickisli, Pckk> Tcrr\, Blaise Tliompson, Kclitor Ja> Friedlaiider, Martha McCabe, Sut. Pepper, Helen Mielialow-
ski.
The Owl is a student literary review, published at the University as often as suf-
ficient material is gathered. The magazine publishes poems, short stories, essays
and other literary endeavors of the University community, as well as artistic and
f^yV T photographic contributions. According to its crusading editorial staff, the pur-
pose of The Owl is "to provide, for a creative studentry, an outlet for artistic
endeavors of a universal nature, and to offer commentary basked upon the ethic-
al propensities prevalent in our society today.'
PHOENIX
The Phoenix is the crea-
tive and fine arts club on
campus. Phoenix spon-
sors, among other things,
field trips, exhibits, con-
certs, art shows, to en-
//^ courage students to attend





ROW 1: V. Merolla, T. Walsh, J. DeMaria, K. St.Georse, A. Davis,
R. Bruce, P. Cinquini, J. Simon, P. Morozumi, K. Hendry, H. Tres-
cony, R. Frakes, L. Reed. ROW 11: J. Lonj;, J. Isnoffo, B. Moekel,
H. Trainor, M. Chargin, A. Heninger, R. Ruebusch, D. Janjj, J.
Colombatto, J. Mayer, B. Breen, M. Dabo. ROW III C. Fanucti,
M. Emery, S. McLaughlin, W. Iloskins, R. C^onners, S. Kirkeb\, K.
Droney, J. Truxaw, M. Hanley, II. Cavanash, J. Stenson.
KSCU
Radio station KSCU, now in its third year of
operation, caters to the on-campus student s
specific tastes with rock-and-roll and popular
listening music. KSCU is unique among cam-
pus organizations in that it generates its own
funds by selling on-the-air advertizing to lo-
cal merchants.
CLAY M. GREENE
The Clay M. Greene Players, an organization
having exclusive charge of the formal dramatic
presentation on campus, provide the students
of the University with opportunities for practic-
al experiences in both the performing and tech-
nical aspects of drama. The group produces
four major stage presentations annually and
maintains the Studio Theatre for individual
student productions.
ROW I: M. Maughan, M. Cumming, L. Gorey, R. Smith, L. Mitchner.
K. Matthews, J. Lucke, C. Antonini, M. Hess, S. Drakes; ROW II: E.
Brown, J. Fitzgerald, S. McMillan, J. Murphy, K. Garhck, H. Wilson,
H. VVeiland, M. Crowe, S. Swanson, S. Davis; ROW III: C. Ponohue,
P. Gaily, P. Garvey, M. Perkins, S. Hanks, J. Renter, P. Murphy, P.
de Coursey, D. Burns, P. Kirts; ROW IV: A. Friedrich, R. Christian, T.
Scalletta, A. Schrader, R. Baker, F. Franklin, D. Smolarski, H. Griesh-
aber, Z. Wiedemann; ROW V: S. Sutter, J. Stevens, T. Sargent, G. Gil-
man, J. Hahn, A. Rodarte, R. Teslie.
UNIVERSITY CHORUS
The University Chorus, estabhshed in 1966 under the direction of Mr. Lynn
Shurtleff, provides Santa Clara students with an opportunity for singing and the
University community with choral entertainment. The chorus, which includes a
special group known as the Chamber Singers, holds annual Christmas and Easter
concerts in conjunction with the Amici della Musica Orchestra.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
The International Students' Club was established to ad-
vance understanding between students of all nationalit-
ies. The organization sponsors dances, picnics, variety
shows, and informal gatherings for the benefit of the
club and the entire school.
Officers: John Carey, Jose Goulart, Shirley Munford, Aziz Mana, Dennis Rae-




Group is comprised of
students who have pre-
viously studied in Europe.
Its purpose is to acquaint
freshmen and sopho-
mores with the programs
offered abroad, help in
the application and pro-
vide information in semi-
nars about the coming
year for those who are
accepted. The members
of the group have studied
in such places as Vienna,
Paris, Frieburg, Madrid,
Rome, and Florence dur-




ROW I: Bruce Scollin, Molly Fitzgerald, Maura Mackesy, Pal Ta>lor. John Cummings, Coco Brust,
Matt Cappiello. ROW II: Paul Hoffman, Kay Donofioe, Jim Pilant, Jerry Burke, Gerald Rose, Mike
Pometta, Virginia Heinen.
DSA
The Day Students' As-
socation promotes the ac-
tive participation of non-
resident students in all
campus activities. The
association sponsors stu-
dent dances and mixers
and provides information
on the activities of other
campus groups to its mem-
bers.
Al Parbury, senator, Gordon Roby, treasurer, Ed Scanlan, president, Linda Delia Maggiore, senator, William
McMahon, senator, David Denholm, sergeant at arms. Not present: Ed Holme, vice-president Terye Keogh,
secretarv, Kathv Sheehan, senator. Bill von Felten, senator, Rita Krebsbach, senator. Sue Amende, senator.
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Sigma Delta Upsilon is the University's ing usherettes for social and athletic events,
service sorority. Its activities include assist- and operating a Big-Sister program,
ing at University-sponsored functions, provid-
KAPPA ZETA PHI
Kappa Zeta Phi is a group of select Santa
Clara men dedicated to the service of the
University. The main function of the organi-
zation is the handling of campus tours for
elementary school children and prospective
and future Santa Clara students, and assist-
ing the administration in directing registra-
tion. In addition, Kappa Zeta Phi organizes
pre-game rallies and special concerts, and
assists the Homecoming Committee. The
fraternity has also taken on community pro-
jects such as working at the Grail, an East
San Jose group of lay social workers, and
entertaining orphans.
E-CORPS
The E-Corps at Santa
Clara is a fraternal organi-
zation started in 1964 by
Pat Finley and Don Sulli-
van. Most of the mem-
bers are engineers. The
group has initiated and
promoted such activities
as social functions, col-
loquia, community serv-
ices, and other affairs.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The basic function of
the Santa Clara University
Amateur Radio Club is to
bring students together
who share a common in-
terest. The main goal in
revitalizing the club this
year was to obtain space
on campus in which a club
station could be assembl-
ed, permitting the mem-
bers who live on campus
to enjoy and participate
in their hobby while at
school.
George Fanucci, Michael Gegan, Steve McLaughlin, Steven Soult, Tom Walsh, Andy Heninger, John




The Bridge Club was started
this year to provide an oppor-
tunity for those interested to
play bridge. Students and fac-
ulty come together frequently
for tournaments, and lessons
are given for beginners.
Seated: Dan White, Karen St. George, Jim Prior, Ding Weber. Standing: Dave Hesson, Jim Scher-
zinger. Bob Hupf.
CHESS CLUB
The Chess Club was
founded this year to pro-
mote interest in chess and
to provide an opportunity
for students and faculty to
play and compete on and
off campus. The team was
undefeated this year in a
schedule which included
San Jose State College, San
Jose City College, Lock-
heed, and IBM.





D. Olyer, Linda Kambestad, Chuck Wild, Kathy
Casey
SKI CLUB
Kneeling: L. VIelluish, E. Bruni, J. Bartek, B. Schefter, D. Blethen,
A. Coscila; Standing: T. Adams, T. Buckley, L. Schegg, J. Naumes,

























Frank Boitano, Terry Shelley, Vince Mancuso, Hugh Walker, Mike Martin, Orville Wright, Bob
Labozetta, Mike Swalling, Dave Hesson, Larry Ford, Kathy Roney. Not present: Lawnie Bailey,
president.
FLYING CLUB
The Flying Club attempts
to provide students with the
opportunities for flying ex-
perience necessary for a li-
cense. The club sponsors
film presentations and offers





LEFT TO RIGHT: G. Everhart, M. Antonini, F. Swenson, E. Malley,
L. Dombrink, J. Breen, H. Williams, F. Boitano, J. Bacicalupi, S. Car-
rara, D. Raefield, J. Cusenza, R. Roberts, F. Gollop, J. OBoyle, M.
Asehauer, J. Chilardi, L. DeLillis, P. Horrigan, R. Baker, K. Stevens,
K. Prindle, K. Roney, P. Hotthouse.
ITALIAN CLUB
The S.C.U. Italian Club is primarily a social organization
open to the masculine gender. The club sponsors get-to-
gethers and other campus activities. One need only be a 'son
of Italy' to join.
FRONT ROW P. Freitas, P. Ehrich, B. Robinson, "Mom," F. Gen-
ouese, J. Falletti, J. Ottoboni, M. Wells, J. Mahoney, B. Quirie, T.
Shelley; 2ND ROW: F. Boitano, G. Everhart, P. Mason, J. Sawaya, D.
Raefield, T. Nicoletti, M. DeMartini, F. Chiles, F. Peccia, M. Rewak,
J. Bussjaeger; 3RD ROW: B. Bottini, B. Rice, M. Antonelli, S. Petit, C.
Smith, W. Growney, V. Mancuso, J. Williams, A. Sanchez, L. Tobin,




L. Belts, P. Anderson, T. Galvan (Pres.), J. Arata, C.
Kistner, P. Ybarra, S. Pedrotti, V. Robertson, N. Gar-
cia, A. Tucker, C. Rosenbatt, M. Dias.
STUDENT
COUNCIL
M. Pierce, B. Arne, P. Anderson, P. Ybarra, I. Pearson,




C. Laymon, A. Tucker, R. Kuenild, J. Gaspari; Seated:
C. McKay, A. Hegener.
CHEERLEADERS
TOP: Creighton Casper, Joe Clugherty. BOTTOM: Frank Boitano, Pete Boyle, Chuck Magnus.
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RIFLE TEAM
Thanks to the recruiting of some
talented freshmen, and sparked by
the efforts of the veteran mem-
bers, the Rifle Team has enjoyed
the most successful season in the
last several years. The Team rep-
resents Santa Clara to the North-
ern California Intercollegiate
Rifle Conference which includes
such schools as UC Berkeley and
Stanford.
ROW I: R. Ching, P. Davidson, M. Murray, P. Kunz. ROW II: W. McCarthy, co-cap-
tain, P. Imwalle, L. Ford, M. Merckel, M. Mulhern, P. Berger, R. Vega, captain. Not
present: C. Christiani.
Staff Sergeant Kendall C. Turner is the
Rifle Team coach. Winner of the Bronze
Star and Air Medal for meritorious service
in Viet Nam. Sgt. Turner is an experienced
rifle competitor and was a member of the
First Armv Rifle Team for two \ears.
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PI
Charlenc Lemann, Jackie Hurlbutt, Donn Blethen, Donna Medley,
Mary Caye Ragen, Donna Bennes, Marty Slattery, Mardi Robers,
Kathy Hendry, Diane Toomey, Meg Kellogg, Darcy Burns, Marilee
Pierolti, Mary Cleese, Beth Kurzeka, Barb Munro.
WRA
The Women's Recreation Association, a mem-
ber of the Bay Area Colleges and Universities
Recreation Association, supervises women
students' sports activities on campus. It con-
ducts intramural and intercollegiate competi-
tion in a number of sports, and sponsors in-
struction programs in golf, basketball, swim-
ming, lifesaving, horseback riding, and self-
defense.
" BASKETBALL TEAM
The Santa Clara women's basket-
ball team entered its fifth season of
competition with a record number go-
ing out for the team. The season open-
ed with the annual game with the OSS.
Intercollegiate play was against San
Jose State, UC Berkeley, San Jose City,
San Mateo, Stanford, Cal State Hay-
ward, San Francisco State and Sacra-
mento State.
ROW I; Carol Koenig, Chris Mattson, Kathleen VVeland, Miss Colby, coach, Mar-
garet Dusenbury, Susan Wood, Lucretia Matulich. ROW II; Ding Weber, Diane










ROW I: Jerry Bussjaeger, Vince Mancuso, Bob Harrison, Phil Amormino, ROW 11 Bob Hickel.
Fred Swalling, Sue Seldon, George Everhart, Creighton Casper, Jerry Golenor, Bob Labozetta,


















Jerry Mugnolo, Smokey Quattrin, coach Henry Schmidt, Gregory Gamp.
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HOMECOMING COMMITTEE
BACK ROW, 1. to r.: F. GoUop, M. Martin, K. Shannon, T. Sutter, A.
Parbury, J. Dundley, B. Labozetta, C. Smith; FRONT ROW: L. Mal-
mo, C. Guichard, L. Delia Maggiore, C. Reynolds, M. Dalo, P. La-





veloped into one of the
most popular activities on
campus in the past few
years. Intramural action
was kicked off in the fall
with flag football. Later
in the term a men's and
Women's tennis tourna-
ment was held. In winter
quarter basketball intra-
murals were held and a




in the spring with base-
ball.



















Seated: Bill Kelly, Cathy Fox. Standing: Dick Mather, John Booth, Cathy Horan, Mike Simms, Mike
Lenihan, Ken Hanson, Jim Harrington, Stephanie Bodine, Bill Phillips, Bill Kershaw, Veronica Zac-


















mittee is the on-cam-
pus publicity organ of
the student body. It
has charge of the
ASUSC PubHcity Off-
ice with facilities for
mimeographing and
poster compositions,




Laura Pribuss, Kathy Feeney, Howard Anderson, Michael Clarke, Dennis Muldoon, Roger Hewitt.
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Bob Kenney, George Merill, Henry Trainor, Victor Merolla, Milch
Dabo, Junior Leufgen, Lin Dobie, Ray Davilla, Jim Foos, president.
Chuck Jackson, Dave Denholm, Paul Sutherlan, John Colombatto,





BACK ROW, L. TO R : P. Walsh, R.
Eskridge, L. DelGrande, B. Arolla,
D. Thompson, M. Beresky, G. Ford;
FRONT ROW: S. Ledon, J. Jones,
N. Whiltaker, K. Daze; ABSENT:








L TO R BOTTOM TO TOP: Philip H. Shecter; Jeffrey N.
Haney; Chris A. Tarkington; Samuel H. Vaught; Terrance
L. Stinnett; Myron S. Brown; Stephen S. Carlton; Joel S.
Primes; Lawrence J. Perrin; Robert J. Pitman; John L.
Ritchev; Brian N. Lawther.
LAW REVIEW
EDITORS
L TO R; Robert J. Pitman (Business Editor);
H. Kenneth Branson (Articles Editor); Wil-
liam H. Spruance (Editor-in-Chief); Jeffrey
D. Smith (Articles Editor); David L. Fair-
banks (Associate Editor); Paul E. Principe




Student Bar Assoc. Executive Board L
TO R: Richard B. Inglehart (Treasurer);
Thomas W. Allen (Vice President);
Alice "Chic" Duggan (Secretary).
Third Year Day
FRONT ROW L-R: Jerald A. Infantine; Chris A. Tarkington; Gary L.
'Hall; Philip H. Shecter; Frank S. Taranlo; Robert B. Yonts; Lawrence
J. Perrin; H. Kenneth Branson; Jeffrey N. Haney. BACK ROW L-R: Jef-
frey D. Smith; Paul B. Baer; John L. Ritchey; Brian i\. Lawther; Ben
M. Rishwain; Joseph W. DiLeonardo; Paul E. Principe; Alan L. Nob-
ler; Robert J. Pitman; Edna W. Heller; David L. Fairbanks; William
H. Spruance; Myron S. Brown; Joel S. Primes; Risden C. Ackerman;
Stephen S. Carlton.
Third Year Night
FRONT ROW L-R: Robert D. Peterson; James F. Lipman; John Day;
Eric E. Woodman; BACK ROW L-R: Harvev H. Diemer; Charles C.
Botsford; James M. Sullivan; Thomas F. Tanner; Alan E. Kushnick;




L-R: Harold C. Wright; George L. Pifer: H. Alan Johnson; Samuel H. Vaught; Anthony C. Fague (FRONT); VVm. M. Dubbin; Law-
rence H. Bakken.
Phi Alpha Delta
FRONT ROW L-R: Barry Bird-Vogel; Leonard R. Milstein; William
H. Pohle; Edward R. Burnett; G. David Landsness; Philip H. Shecler;
Risden C. Ackerman; Robert B. Yonts; Richard J. Dolwig; Joseph
M. Biasella; Robert R. Barengo; 2ND ROW L-R Ralston P. Roberts;
Donald J. DeVries; David W. Knapp; H. Kenneth Branson; Leslie R.
Chettle; Jerome W. Kelleher; Frank J. Testa; Randall A. Hays; Lau-
rence J. McEvoy; Robert L. Pasquinelli; Jeffrey \. Haney; James C.
Jones; 3RD ROW A. Clyde Dodd; Patrick R. McMahon; Prof. Hen-
ry A. Dietz; Prof. Jerry .\. Kasner; Lawrence J. Perrin; Frank S. Tar-
anto; Terrance L. Stinnett; Joel S. Primes; Jerald A. Infantino; Carl
R. Schneider; Edward B. Lozowicki.
First Year Day
FRONT ROW L-R Robert L. Hultzen; William E. Baugher; George
A. Wicker; Jerry R. Manning; Charles L. Marrone; Averill Q. Mix;
Paul B. Kemp; Gordon D. Lovett; Michael P. Groom: Richard A.
Barsotti; Frank E. Bondonno; Todd H. Cleave. BACK ROW L-R: Pat
E. Kovvitz; Barry J. Marr; Dwight H. Trowbridge; Richard A. Schmidt;
Denis A. Eymil; Juan E. Arrache; Vincent A. Arnerich; Jerry M. Mo-
latore; Clifford N. Gamble; John F. Flesner; Gary A. Gavello; Jef-
frey S. Cost; Alex J. Higgins; Louis A. Basile; Walter P. Ibert; Ronald
D. Ailing; Samuel S. Tenenbaum; Norman C. Sullivan; Eric J. Saville;
William H. Bassett; Richard C. Gardner; Everett L. Meisser; James
M. Morris; Wallace W. Weatherwax; Robert T. Clark; Gary T. Shara;
Terry J. Stambler.
First Year Night
L-R FRONT ROW: Barbara L.
Nicoara; Thomas Schneck. L-R 2ND
ROW: Jovce B. Berger; Brian D.
Cunningham. L-R 3RD ROW: Wil-
liam M. Butler; James S. Handy.
L-R 4TH ROW: William L. Gates;
Timothy J. Donovan. L-R 5TH




L-R FROM FRONT: Carolyn J. Killen; Carl W. Nicholls;
Calvin R. Dunlap; Karl F. Nigg; Aldo Girolami; David




FRONT ROW: Barry Bird-Vogel. SECOND ROW L-R: A. Clyde Dodd;
James M. Ritchey; James M. Taggart; Donald J. DeVries; David L.
Smith; Victor D. Vertner; Daniel J. Kelly; Jon J. Campisi; Dennis M.
McNerney; Robert R. Barengo. THIRD ROW L-R: Ronald W. Rose;
G. David Landsness; Edward B. Lozowicki; Robert J. Lanzone; Jer-
ome W. Kelleher; Edward R. Bernett; Richard B. Inglehart; Robert D.
Peterson; Laurence J. xVIcEvoy; Leslie R. Chettle. FOURTH ROW L-R:
Thomas W. Allen; Claire K. Anton; Melville H. Behrendt; Steven L.
Swig; Alice M. Duggan; Terrance L. Stinnett; Paolo Raffaelli; Ronald







Risden Ackerman Sleptin Carlton Joseph DiLeanrdo William Dubbin
Carvllall Jtff Haney Edna Heller
Thomas Mahoney Patrick McMathon Alan Nabler Leonard Fanutoiii
Laurence Perrin Robert Pitman William Pohle Joel Primes
John Ritchey Phil Scheeler Frank Taranto
Chris Tarhington Samuel Vaught Robert Yon ts
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1ST ROW: J. Fink, J. Piannetta, J. Patterson, G. Kolar, Ray Calcagno, M. Fowler, R. Lanigne, G. Mortan, P.
Lusich, E. Forrest, E. Steinert, M. Doherty, S. Wolf. 2ND ROW P. Paquet, Mgr. P. Giacalone, F. Faley, R.
Ragan. R. Keith, T. Gatto, M. Antonelli, B. Rickard, J. Pollock, M. Freitas, G. Fowler, F. Fitzgerald, Paul
Paquet, D. Nelson, H. Schmidt, Trainer. 3RD ROW: P. Neilan, Mgr; T. Johnson, J. Hoban, R. Petersen, B.
VARSITY
FROSH BASKETBALL
1ST ROW L TO R: Pat Kelly, G. Guglielmo. 2ND ROW: J. Malley,
D. Rauber, iVl. Champi, G. Graves, Kevin Kelly, M. VanBrunt, J.
Garbanati. TOP ROW: Coach Carroll Williams, Mgr. M. d'Er-
cole, J. Kohles, J. Meyer, G. Conti, C. Kennedy, T. Heimsoth, Asst
Coach.
Jenks, D. McFarland, John Rickard, S. Stanich, T. Williams, S. Sweeters, D. Pastorini, S. Scully, D. Sowers,
F. Owezarski. Equip. Mgr. TOP ROW: Doc Blake, Mgr; K. Elie, A. VVallbrun, J. Rehrmann, F. Cassady, K.
Holthouse, M. Clark, B. Clayton. J. Thomas, F. Gaines, D. Rea, Coach McPherson, Head Coach Malley.
FOOTBALL
FROSH BASEBALL
BOTTOM ROW L TO R: Rusty Weekes, Bob Kellogg, Gene De-
vaurs. Dale Saso, John Komo. Duane Larson, Jim Ledyard. 2ND
ROW L TO R: Doc Blake, Mgr; Tim Holt, Norm Wilson, Dave
Henningsen, Frank Perachiotti, Rick Moeck, Dave Olson, Paul
Tully, Henry Schmidt, Trainer. TOP ROW L TO R: Lee Del Grande,
Asst. Coach, Bob Spence, Coach, Bill Ray, Dave Novak, Dan Pastori-
ni, John Mallev, John Gilbert, Chuck Franklin, Ken Escobar, Paige
Kobral.
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VARSITY BASKETBALL
SCU BRONCOS 1967-68 FRONT ROW seated, left to right: Bill Lyst-
er, mgr.; G-Kevin Eagleson, G-Joe Diffley, G-Will Curley and Train-
er Henry Schmidt. SECOND ROW, left to right; G-F Ralph Ogden.
F-Bob Heaney, F-C Bud Ogden, C-Dennis Awtrey, C-ChrisDemp-
^ ^
sey, C-Kevin Donahue and F-Bob Stuckey. BACK ROW, left to right;
Head Coach Dick Garibaldi, G-DennisPolosky, G-Ray Thomas, G-F
Dave Pouliot, F-Bob Tobin, G-Tom Scherer, G-Terry O'Brien, G-Keith











1968 SCU VARSITY—BACK ROW (standing) left to right, Scott
Davi, Leo Rippo, Bob Walter, Rod Pommes, Tim McAnany, Al
Spielberger, Dennis Fitzgerald, Ed Puchi (Manager). SECOND
ROW: Bob Benton, Manager, Jerry McClain, Bob Tobin, Mike Sig-
man, Barrett Pullman, Dan Harrington, Don Paxton, Sal Taormina,
Head Coach. THIRD ROW: Don Oderman, John Mispagel, Fred
Ott, Pete Boyle, Hank Mott, Vince Bigone. FRONT ROW: Henry
Schmidt, Trainer, Chris Bradford, Albert Strane, Bill McMonigle,





LEFT to RIGHT: TOP ROW: Carlos Allmamilla; Jerry Buzzjaeger;
Mike Antonelli. Larry Daniels; Don Jorgensen; Rich Lindgren; Pat
Horrigan; Mike Frietas and Steve Stanich 2ND ROW: Dave Andre;
Dave Minister; Tom Haynes; Vince Mancusso; Tom Nicoletti; Chris
Cuzzo; John Givonetti; Ken Holdhouse FRONT ROW: Steve Carerra;
Rick Enos (Co-Captain); Bob Boldizar; Jack McNammara; Jim Ho-
ban; Peter Zell; Mike Forni and Nick Canavan (Coach)
RUGBY WRESTLING
L. to R.: M. BonaSera, B. Brown, J. Strobe, A. Ludwig, T. Muscio, J. Smith.
f If
SWIMMING
ROW I: Steve Crawford, Eugene Belogorsky, Tom Knopf. Jim Faw-
cett, Jim Thonis; ROW II: Don Burt, Mark Freitas, Bill Kershaw,
Mike Higgins, Gary Weaver, Wayne Nasser, Dennis Fosdick, coach.
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SEATED: Stephen Olsen, Ken Leufgen; STANDING: Pete Barndt, Pat
McHugh, Jim Loney, Tony Mei, Steve Thatcher, Mitch Dabo, Paul
LaFranchi, Dave Francia, Jim Roberts.
MEN AND WOMEN'S BOWLING
L. TO R : Marie Nyarady, Linda Schafbuch, Marilee Pierotti, Barb Munro, Judy Elliott, Ann Keener.
r%
TOP ROW L. TO R : Coach Sal Taormina, Carlos J. Alamilla, Peter
Viri, Don Sullivan, Jerry Crowley, A.J. Hart, Juo(|uin Aran>;<), Pedro
Cofino; 2ND ROW: Dave Smith, Dave Barea, Tom Ryan, Mike Karl,
Frank Williams, Peter Zell, Jon Aboitiz, Joe Leindecker, Carlos
Araujo; 1ST ROW - (BOT'COM ROW) Jim Grivich, Pal Mason, Jim Fal-
letli. Bill O'Brien, Pietro Parravano, Jack Swissif;, Sergio Bribiesca-
Clarke, James Gaffney, Pat Rauber.
SOCCER TEAM TENNIS TEAM
KNEELING, L. TO R.: G. Thaler, F. Williams, J. Clifford, J. Darnell;
STANDING, L. TO R.: T. Ellis, S. Sutter, B. Fiolek, J. McCarthy, D.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This is one of the statues at Michaeler Platz, at one of the
entrances to the Hofburg complex.
L to R: T. Gabriel; D. Flannery; M. McCoy; J. Woodard; S. Faff; M. Hunt;
C. Nascimento; H. Weissensee; D. Hargleroad.
The Santa Clara group again poses in front of statue of
Mozart.
This is a very familiar landmark to students in Vienna, the
Donner Fountain, situated in the Neuer Market.
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SPAIN
Charleen Ortiz, Colleen Clampett and Mary Miller stop in front of tapestry at I.E.S. entrance hall.
Charleen Ortiz and Sue Ballard confer with Manolo Medina, the Director of the
Institute of European Studies.
Mary Miller and Charleen Ortiz relax in
the Retiro, the park of the Kings of Spain.
Students pause with their Art Professor at
the Prado Museum.
Charleen Ortiz is busy at her typewriter, keeping up with
school work.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Patty Anderson; Roz Crisafi; Dave Batada; Dan Collins; Kevin Cody; Al Musante; Tom
Nuecio; Kathy Masters; Val Massa; Jim Sullivan; Bob McCarthy; Robin Doerr; Francine
Hannifi; Sue Bazanno; Dick Jordan; Lynne Pears; Arlana Dixon; Carl Panatoni.
Santa Clara students were kept busy attending classes.
Santa Clara ^irls stop and talk between classes.
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^ Francino Haiinii; and Ro/ Crisafi
**** take an Art les>()n.
Dick Jordan and Al Mu-
sante eat in the cafeteria.
Lynne Pears stops to think about \































































































































































































































































































































James Patrick McCarthy hhm <» t**^"^^^^!
Michael McCormack HH^ "*.. .fllH^I









































































































































































































Diana Sue LickwarTone ^BBpj| «;
Jeff ry Tone V ^^^B # ^^H









































































Varsity Football Crew; Math Society
Alfaro, Federico
San Salvador, El Salvador
B.A. Economics
Delta Sigma Pi; Soccer Team; Interna-








Mendel Society; Sports Car Club; Stu-












Frosh Orientation Committe; Home-





Tau Betta Pi; A.S.C.E.; Engr. Society
Barber, William III
Willows, Calif.
B.A. - Political Science
Ski Club; Senior Council
Bacilo, Annette
Mountain View, California














Senator; President of SCCAP: Econom-
ics Club; Sodality; President National










S.A.M.: Marketing Club; Research Com-




Social Committee; Rally Committee;






















Bachelor of Science- Civil Engineering
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) Engineering Society; Sodality;


















Varsity Wrestling; Pres. of B.A.A. Of














Football; Baseball; SCAAP; Sodality; Ed-














European Studies Committee; WRA
Brutocao, Ron
Covina, Calif.
B.A. Major in Econ and Phil.
Who's Who in American Colleges and Un-
iversities; Alpha Sigma Nu; ASUSC Sen-
ate; Newspaper; 1 Yr. on Staff of "The
Owl"; Sodality; Vice-President of the Stu-






Santa Clara Handbook Committee; So-






European Studies Committee; Econom-

























Senator 1; Frosh Board of Directors 2;
Homecoming Comm.; 2; Defence Coun-
cil 2; Kappa Zetta Phi, 2,3,4; Omega
















Frosh Orientation, Soph Secretary;




Bachelor of Science - Biology Major




B.A.A.; Delta Sigma Pi; Kappa Zeta Phi;













Phi Alpha Theda, Phoenix, Blackstone





Engineering Society; A.S.M.E.: A.I. A. A,;






Accounting Association; German Club;





Who's Who; Advanced R.O.T.C; Varsity





Vocal Club; SCAAP; TennisTeam; Sodality
Collins, James
Mountain View, Calif.
Bachelor of Science of Commerce (Busi-
ness School)












Charlie Graham Club; International Stu-
dents Association: Intramurals; Lamda;
Mendell Society
Cook, Joe
Coppenrath, Walter Gerard, Jr.
South Lancaster, Massachusetts
B.A. History
Debating Team; Intramurals; KSCU;




Intramurals: Kappa Zeta Phi; Delta Sigma







Bachelor of Science m Civil Engineering
President of Engineering Society: Tau





Tau Beta Pi; Engineering Society; IEEE;
Sanctuary Society; Intramural
Cullumber, Denis





















KZ; Sebbard & Blade; ROTC Advanced;
KSCU Advertizing Mgr.; Cheerleader; Itali-





Bachelor of Science - Mathematics
Sanctuary Society; Lambda Society;
Mathematics Society; Sodality; SCAAP;





Sodality; Amigos Anonymous; Gamma




B.A. in Political Science
Freshman Baseball Team; Assistant Fresh-
man Baseball Coach; Freshman Orienta-
tion Committee; SCAAP; Ski Club; The
Blackstone Legal Society; Young Republi-
cans; Intramural Softball & Basketball:




Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineer-
ing (BSEE)
I.E.E.E.; Engineering Society; Redwood;










Marketing Club; Presidential 967-68): KZ,








Charles Graham Club; Education Club;




Student Handbook; Student Directory: So-
dality; Intramural Committee; Co-Chair-
man CCD; Co-Chairman; Prefect of
Sanctuary Society: Seabband & Blade:





SCAAP; Education Club '' ' .-.
Dobel, Mark







The Santa Clara; S.C. A. A. P.; Rally Commit-





Varsity Basketball: Charlie Graham Club;




Fresh. ASUSC Office Staff; The Santa Clara
Staff; WRA; SCAAP; Clay M. Greene: Soph.:
ASUSC - Senator (Campisi), CCD Program,
Phoenix Assoc, Sodality; Senior: SCCAP-




























Senate: Soph Class Vice-President: BAA;
Finance Club: Kappa Zeta Phi: Charlie
Graham Club; Rugby; Intramurals: Stu-

















News Committee; Rally Committee
Homecoming Committee; Just Us





Student Alumni Coordinator 68; Varsity
















Rally Committee Chairman, 65-66; Itali-
an Club President, 65-66, 66-67; Mar-
keting Club; Homecoming Committee,
1965-66; KZI
Finley, Patrick
Corona Del Mar, Cal.
Engineering
Frosh Basketball; Varsity Soccer Capt
(4); E-Corps (Pres.-4); Attorney General -
ASUSC; S.D.A.; Intramural - All Star;






B.S. - Social Science
Frosh Orientation; SCCAP; Education












A.S.U.S.C. Publicity Committee Chair-
man (63-64); KEI President (63-64);
Sophomore Class Secretary (62-63);
Orientation Committee Co-chairman




















Italian Club; Marketing Club; Intramur-













Clb; Young Republicans; Mendel So-
ciety; Homecoming Comm.; SCCAP;
Senior Class Council; Club '66 Manager;
Chemistry Society
Gamp, Gregory John
Valley Stream, New York
B.A. History
Concert Committee 64'-65'; Publicity
Committee chairman 64'-65'; Rally
Committee 64'-65' 66'-67'; Head Cheer-
leader 66'-67'; Charlie Graham Club







Garassino, Raymond Louis, Jr.
Menio Park, Calif.
BSC
Marketing Club; Sam; Finance Club;




Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Engineering Society; A.S.M.E.; A. I. A. A.;








Charlie Graham Club; Delta Sigma Pi;
Senate; Student Court; Frosh Baseball;
Varsity Football; Italian Club; Who's










Kappa Zeta Phi; Charles Graham Club;
Scabbard & Blade; Rugby; Soccer; Mi-



























Marketing Club; Rally Committee; Char-









Varsity Water Polo; Varsity Swimming;


















Varsity Baseball; Charlie Graham Club;
Kappa Zeta Phi; Advanced ROTC; Scab-





Italian Club; Charlie Graham; Election
Committee Chairman; Kappa Zeta Phi;
WHO'S WHO; Frosh Class Treasurer; In-
tramurals (4 yrs.); Summer Orienta-














Charlie Graham Club; Ski Club; Swim-























Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Engineering Society; American Society




The Santa Clara; Soccer Team; Rugby
Club; Phi Alpha Theta; Arts & Sciences




Buns II; Santa Clara Staff; Math Society;
SCCAP - Alviso Tutoring; WRA; Lambda





Sodality; Who's Who; The Santa Clara,
Director Student Loan; KSCU Radio;
Distinguished Military Student; Scab-








Bachelor of Arts - History











Blackstone Society; Election Commit-
tee; THE SANTA CLARA; Student Union





B.S. - Social Science
Election Committee; ASUSC Check
Cashing Service; Rally Committee; Sig-
















Rowing Assoc; Epsilon Tau Beta; Ami-
gos Anonymous; Epsilon Alpha Beta;




Frosh Orientation; Student Service A-
ward; Publicity Committee; Sodality;




Sodality; SCCAP; Just Us; Student Uni-




ASCE; Sodality; Kappa Zeta Phi; Engi-






S.C.C.A.P.; KSCU; Intramurals; Polish






book; Student Directory; Who's Who;
Scabbard and Blade; D.S.A.; Alpha Sig-
















Glee Club; Sodality; ASUSC Office Man-
ager; International Students; Sigma
Delta Upsilon; SCAAP; Just Us; Who's










Varsity Crew; Frosh Crew Coach; Black-









Football; Kappa Zeta Phi; Phi Alpha The-
ta
Landers, Mark Roger
Lange, Susie (Lynda Susan)
Carlsbad, Calif.
B.A. - Political Science
Frosh Secretary, Sodality; Homecom-




















Gamma Pi Epsilon; Mendel Society; Red-




Frosh Orientation Committee; Homecom-




Sanctuary Society; IEEE; Redwood














Frosh Orientation; Election Committee;




Election Committee; Frosh Orientation;









Sodality; Student Union Committee; In-










The Santa Clara, Editor-in-Chief; Varsity
Crew; ASUSC Attorney General; ASUSC
Associate Justice; Blackstone Pre-Legal
Society, Pres.; Debate Team; The Owl;
University Senate Project Committee;
Alpha Sigma Nu; Army ROTC; Who's





Varsity Basketball; Charles Gra-






Ski Club; Lambda Society; WRA;
















Eugr. Society; ASCE Scabbard and






B.A. A.; Delta Sigma Pi; Flying Club,
Homecoming Committee; KSCU, Persh-
ing Rifles; Redwood; Rugby Club; The
Santa Clara; Ski Club; Sanctuary So-









Freshman Orientation; Publicity Com-










President Students for Democratic Ac-
tion; President JuniDr Class; Univer-
sity Senate Project Committee; Senate
'Rules Committee; "The Santa Clara";
Alpha Sigma Nu; Omega Sigma Sigma;































Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engi-
neering B.S.E.E.
Engineering Society; I.E.E.E.; THE SAN-















Baseball; Irish Club; CharlesGraham Club;





Intramurals; Senate; Mendel Soc.


















Mngr-Club 66; Beta Gamma Sigma;









Mngr-Club 66; Beta Gamma Sigma;





SCAAP; Education Club; Rally Com-
mittee
Mulroy, Thomas Robert, Jr.
Winnetka, Illinois
B.A. (History)
Swimming team; Marketing Club; In-





Sodality; SCCAP; Blackstone Pre-Legal So-




Theatre Arts. - B.A.
University Chorus; University Chamber








Alpha Sigma Nu; Water Polo; Swimming;
Minor Sports Comm.; Sports Ed. of Santa




Varsity Tennis; Intramuals; Sodality; Sanc-





Student Body President; ROTC; Fresh-
man Class President; Chairman-Fresh-
men Board of Directors; Chief Defense
Council-Student Court; SCCAP - Just







Nicholas, James Joseph, Jr.
Hillsborough, Calif.
B.S.C.








B.A. - Political Science





The Owl; Lambda Society







Irish Club; Phi Alpha Theta; Economics
Club: Senior Class Council; SCCAP; Hon-








Math Society; KSCU; The Santa Clara;














B.A. - Political Science















Marketing Club; Intramural Sports; Italian
Club
Paiihe, William Robert
San Francisco , Calif.
B.S.C. -Marketing
















Delta Sigma Pi; ROTC Advanced; Mar-













Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineer-
ing(BSmCE)
American Society of Civil Engineering;
Engineering Society; Intramurals; Stu-
dent Union Committee; Publicity Com-


















Football; Rugby; Charlie Graham Club;













Bachelor of Arts - Economics
Redwood; Blackstone Pre-Legal Society;




Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
KSCU; Math Club; Clay M. Greene; Bridge
Club; Sane. Society; SCCAP
Puchi, Edmundo
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Engineering Society; American Society
of Civil Engineering; Athletic Managers









Frosh Orientation Committee; Phoenix;
S.C.C.A.P.
Rafael, Mary Kathleen
Corona del Mar, Calif.
B.A. in English






Bachelor of Science in Social Sciences
Student Union Committee; R.O.T.C.









Bachelor of Science (Social Science)








Charles Graham Club; Rugby Club; Intra-




The Santa Clara; The Redwood; Student
Handbook; KSCU; Sanctuary Society; Day














Bachelor of Science (Biology)


















CharlesGraham Club; Finance Club; Intra-










B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science, Civil Engi-
neering
ASCE; ASCE Vice President 1966-67; Engi-









ASUSC Student Body Office work at
check cashing 1 & 2; Sodality 2; Frosh





Delta Sigma Pi, Presidnet; Finance Club;
Alpha Sigma Nu; B.A.A.; Beta Gamma










Football Intramurals 1-4; Basketball Intra-









Bachelor of Arts (History)
Co-Chrmn. Freshman Orientation Com-
mittee; Clay M. Greene; THE SANTA
CLARA; S.C.C.A.P.; Young Democrats;





The Santa Clara; Debating; Alviso Tu-



















Corona Del Mar, Calif.











A.I.A.A.; A.S.M.E.; Engineering Society; Tau





Frosh Orientation Committee; Educa-
tion Club; SCCAP; Phoenix; Election











Bachelor of Arts Economics
THE SANTA CLARA; Board of Student
Appeals; Who's Who; Sophomore Class
President; Chairman, Frosh Orientation
Committee; Chairman, Frosh Board of
Directors; OSS; Kappa Zeta Phi; ASUSC
Senate; Rules Committee; Sodality; Biack-
stone Society; Finance Club; SCCAP; Just

















University Chorus; Day Students Associ-
ation; Lambda; International Students







Baseball (Frosh-Varsity) Frosh Basket-
ball; Intramurals; Student Court; So-
dality 2,3,4; Alpha Sigma Nu; Phi Alpha








Arts & Sciences Lecture Series; Phoenix;
Phi Alpha Theta Honors Historical So-












KSCU; Homecoming Committee; Lamb-









ASUSC Treasuer; Alpha Sigma Nu (Presi-
dent); OSS; Who's Who; Varsity Track; THE
SANTA CLARA; Sodality; Kappa Zeta Phi;
ASUSC Senator; EconomicsClub; JustUs;
SCCAP; Intramurals; Sophomore Class
Treasurer; Publicity Office; Student U nion
Committee; Irish Club; Ski Club; Black-
stone Society; Bridge Club; Frosh Orien-
tation; Sanctuary Society; Lambda So-





ASUSC; Engineering Society; IEEE;
Lambda Society; E-Corps; Soccer Team;















B.A. English and Philosophy
Sodality; SCCAP; Frosh Orientation;















Mendel Society; SCAAP; SDA
Sylvia, Lorraine Marie
Santa Clara, California
B.A. - Political Science
Day Students Association; Sigma Delta





Homecoming; Advanced ROTC; Rifle
















Salt Lake City, Utah
Mechanical Engineering
Freshman Basketball; Varsity Basket-
ball, Intramurals; Engineering Society;









Tone, Diana Sue Lickwar
Social Science
Day Students Assoc; "The Santa Clara"







Gamma Pi Epsilon; W.R.A. (64-68); Glee

















Kappa Zeta Phi; CharlesGraham; R.O.T.C.









Student Union Committee 4; Intramurals
1,3,4; Redwood Photography 3,4; Senator




Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineer-
ing










Bachelor of Arts (Political Science)
Varsity Football; ROTC; Scabbard & Blade;





President of Tau Bea Pi; Alpha Sigma Nu;
Pi Mu Epsilon; IEEE; Engineering Society
Vignes, Susan
B.A. in English




Varsity Soccer; SANTA CLARA; Sodality;




ROTC; Intramurals; Student Union Com-


















Accounting Assn.; Sanctuary Society;









Sodality; Orientation Committee; Rally










Glee Club; KSCU; Santa Clara; SCCAP (Al-
viso); Clay M. Green
Wheeler, Rita
La Puente, Calif.



















SCAAP; Engineering Society; Sodality; E-
















Day Students Association; Homecoming
Princess
Zent, John William, Jr.
San Jose, Calif.
B.S. -Math


































































TRAVEL SERVICE . . . STEVENS CREEK




Zomp\e\Q One Sfop Service




LEO W. RUTH, JR.
AND




























NATIONAL i;V" 0$ ASSOCUTION
MIMIC* ftOIIAl •irstiT IM«WI«aC( (•fOaATII •At •CMC •TtTCM
SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA
Bank of America Main Branch
1313 Franklin Street
Santa Clara
Bank of America El Camino Kiely Branch





Irving L. Normandin '32
Clair A. Normandin '36
Louis D. "Lon" Normandin '56






Robert C. Wehner '49
2175 The Alameda
Son Jose 26, California
Phone: 241-4100
RYAN'S SPORT SHOP





(oil t^ ^ kf, I
(5 WILSON AVENUE A SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA i (408) 292-2787
TUCKER




MISSION CITY LUMBER CO.














Curbs - Gutters - Sidewalks





SMITH McKAY PRINTING CO.
Leonard McKay '47
Printers To The University Since 1928
PAT RYAN'S Friendly Store
OPEN DAILY 10 to 10
Sundays 10:30 - 9
2725 Alameda
Santa Clara, Calif. AX 6-0790
Compliments of
ADRIAN R. KLEIN COMPANY INC.
Wholesale - Retail auto - parts











57 So. 4th St.
San Jose 294-1215
CONGRATULATIONS







4201 Stevens Creek Blvd. - 244-6200
-and -
SMYTHE EUROPEAN
Mercedes- Benz Sales & Service Headquarters




Serving SANTA CLARA County
Since 1929
• CUSTOM PORTRAITS • COMMERCIAL
•WEDDINGS •LEGAL
• SCHOOL • CUSTOM
PHOTOGRAPHY FRAMING
•OLD PHOTOGRAPHS (COPIED & RESTORED)
PASSPORTS & ID'S -2-HOUR SERVICE
296-1016















University of Santa Clara
^ MEATS ^
WHOLESALE JOBBERS
Fiirveyors of Fine Meats, Poultry and Provisions
• SAN JOSE 293-2282
• SAN MATEO 342-2287
HECTOR J. FACCIOLA • PALO ALTO 32I-3M2
• SAN FRANCISCO 981-2240
• SANTA CRUZ 426-5678
961 CHARLESTON ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNI/
Sunlite Bakery, Inc.
145 So. Montgomery St. 292-3262
Son Jose, Colifornio 95110
DATE.
AFTER 5 P.M. AND SUNDAYS 292-3262
zFRYERS • ROASTERS
TURKEYS • RABBITS







RACE ST. FiSH & LOS ALTOS SUNNYVALE
POULTRY MARKET POULTRY & FISH FISH & POULTRY
253 San Anfonio Rd. 584
Race Sh & El Camino Rl. S. Murphy Ave.
763 BRANNAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL 94103
294-4856 948-7497 736-3290
SAN JOSE LOS ALTOS SUNNYVALE
Granny Goose@ PREPAREDFOODS DIVISION
GALLI PRODUCE
WHOLESALE
'RUITS / VEGETABLES / FROZEN FOODS
£163 PALM AVE / SAN MATEO / CALIFORNIA 94403
relephone — (415) 345-6803 / 345-7643 / 369-2947
JERRY PIERACCI
401 Middle Harbor Road
Oakland California 94607 Phonf. Oakland 6 34- 1 040







